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SPDR EMEA Strategy & Research 

• Real Estate is a sector suited for a late cycle and low 
interest rate environment. The sector has been a 
SPDR Sector Pick for most of 2019 and we still find 
it relatively attractive in the current environment.

• Investors can utilise the Dow Jones Global Real 
Estate Index to play the sector globally or FTSE 
EPRA Europe ex UK Real Estate Index if they prefer 
a European exposure where central bank policy is 
particularly accommodative.

Real Estate is changing more than ever. Global trends are reshaping the industry. E-commerce 
is on the rise, driving demand for warehouses and fueling growth of industrial real estate 
companies. At the same time, these shifts have caused some volatility among typically 
defensive retail landlords and brought on a ‘flight to quality’ within the retail space. Office 
owners face flex-work space challenges (and opportunities), while residential landlords enjoy 
demand from strong urbanisation trends. 

Markets reflect the changes. While historically retail and office owners dominated the sector, 
today the five largest companies in the DJ Global Real Estate Index include two warehouse 
owners (Prologis and Public Storage up 49%1 and 9% YTD respectively), two residential/
nursing home players (Welltower and Equity Residential up 27% and 31% YTD respectively) 
and only one retail name (Simon Property Group down 3% YTD). In Europe, the largest 
German residential landlord Vonovia (up 22% YTD) overtook the leading shopping centre 
owner Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield (up 13% YTD following sharp decline in 2018) and is now 
the biggest constituent of the index.*

The economic environment continues to be supportive. Lower for longer rates may push 
values up even further as the spread between global property yields (we use consensus 
BEst EBITDA2 estimate over EV as a proxy) and US corporate bond yields (financing) 
increased to close to five-year highs. The spread enables property companies to capture 
value through cash flow generation and revaluation on existing portfolios as well as 
capex deployment. These value creation opportunities, together with a low correlation with 
equities, make global real estate a useful sector to capture growth and, at the same time, 
remain defensive late in the cycle. 
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*This information should not be considered a recommendation to invest in a particular sector, or securities therein, 
shown above.
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Figure 1 
Property Net 
Yield Spread Over 
Corporate Bond 
Yields Close to 
5-Year Highs 

  Spread Over Corp 
Bonds (RHS)

  Global Real Estate 
EBTIDA (Est) Yield 
Over EV (LHS)

  US Corp Bond 
Yield (LHS)

Figure 2 
Spread of Sector 
Dividend Yields 
Over Corporate 
Bond Yields 
Remains Close to 
5-Year Highs 

  Div. Yield Spread Over 
Corp Yield (RHS)

  Europe ex UK RE 
Dividend Yield (LHS)

  Euro Corp IG 
Yield (LHS)

Source: Bloomberg, State Street Global Advisors as of 6 November 2019. Best EBTIDA yield over EV used as a proxy 
of property net operating income yield. BEst EBITDA may include some element of non cash components, in particular 
revaluation (positive or negative). US securities represent c.60% of the Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate Securities 
Total Return Net Index hence comparison to US Corp bond yields. US Corp bond yield is Bloomberg Barclays US 
Corporate Total Return Value Unhedged index yield to worst.

Source: Bloomberg, State Street Global Advisors as of 6 November 2019. Europe ex UK RE dividend yield is FTSE EPRA 
Dev. Europe ex UK Real Estate trailing 12M dividend yield. Euro Corp IG yield is Bloomberg Barclays Euro Aggregate 
Corporate Total Return Index Value Unhedged EU yield to worst.

Europe ex UK remains a relative safe haven within the already defensive real estate sector. 
Exclusion of the UK allows investors to avoid unnecessary Brexit-related volatility. 
Extended quantitative easing and extremely low interest rates lift property yield spreads 
over local bonds and enable real estate companies to create value through ongoing business 
activity and capex programs. Cash flow generation is particularly attractive for Europe 
ex UK real estate, as its dividend yield is c. 330 bps higher than European corporate 
bond yields. This spread is close to the five-year high. 

Urbanisation fuels the demand for residential and quality office space not only in core 
eurozone but also Nordic countries and Switzerland. German residential landlords continue to 
enjoy under supply, while Berlin-focused Deutsche Wohnen is already down 13% after being 
hit by rent-freeze legislation; hence, downside risk may be limited. Continental retail names are 
concentrating on prime shopping centres, which are less prone to e-commerece trends and 
are trading at relatively attractive NAV discounts of up to 35%.3 In our view, European ex UK 
real estate offers a healthy blend of growth and value opportunities. 

Europe is a Safe 
Haven with Attractive 
Cash Flow and 
Growth Opportunities 
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Growth Stories 
Remain Intact and 
Out-of-favour Retail 
is Offset by Expansion 
of Logistics

And What if the 
Cycle Turns? Real 
Estate has Learned  
its Lesson 

Urbanisation and strong demand for residential space and high-quality offices in key cities 
around the world contribute to overall real estate growth. Investors remain anxious about retail 
companies threatened by e-commerce growth, but the losses in the retail segment are more 
than offset by the gains of firms operating in logistics. Figure 3 shows the recent share price 
decline in Simon Property Group (retail) against gains from Prologis (logistics); these are the 
two largest companies in the index.* Investing in global real estate may offer similar protection 
when some of the growth sub-segments (logistics, residential) overheat and value (retail) may 
present an opportunity.

The sector was hit hard and fell sharply during the Global Financial Crisis. However, 
management teams seem to have learned their lesson. Over the last five years, real estate 
companies de-levered both globally and in continental Europe. Dow Jones Global Real 
Estate and FTSE EPRA Europe ex-UK Real Estate have significantly lower debt-to-
equity ratios compared to broader equity benchmarks. Part of this de-levering comes 
from asset revaluation, yet companies decided not to take on potentially excessive debt. In 
our view, this prudent approach represents appropriate balance sheet positioning during the 
late cycle, and thus may offer a reasonable level of protection if the cycle turns.

Figure 3 
Losses in Retail can 
be Gains in Logistics 
Prologis and Simon 
Property Group Total 
Return Comparison

  Prologis TSR

  Simon Property 
Group TSR

Source: Bloomberg, State Street Global Advisors as of 6 November 2019. Total shareholder return index rebased  
at 100 on 7 November 2018.
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*This information should not be considered a recommendation to invest in a particular sector, or securities therein, 
shown above.
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Figure 5 
Fund Details

Fund Name SPDR® FTSE EPRA Europe ex UK Real 
Estate UCITS ETF (Acc)

SPDR® Dow Jones Global Real Estate 
UCITS ETF (Dist) 

SPDR® Dow Jones Global Real Estate 
UCITS ETF (Acc)

ISIN IE00BSJCQV56 IE00B8GF1M35 IE00BH4GR342

Share Class Currency EUR EUR EUR

Primary Ticker (LSE)* EURE LN GLRE LN GLRA LN

Other Tickers ZPRP GY, EURL LN, EURE IM, EURE SE SPYJ GY,GBRE LN,GBRE SE, GLRE IM SPY2 GY

TER (%) 0.30 0.40 0.40

Index Name FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Europe ex 
UK Index 

Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate 
Securities Index

Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate 
Securities Index

Index Ticker REXUK Index DWGRSN Index DWGRSN Index

No. of Index Constituents 65 216 216

Portfolio Construction Replicated Optimised Optimised

Income Treatment Accumulating Distributing Accumulating

Index Description The FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed Europe 
ex UK Index tracks the performance of 
listed real estate companies and equity 
real estate investment trusts (“REITS”) 
operating in Europe but excluding the UK 
whose relevant activities are defined as 
the ownership, disposal and development 
of income-producing real estate. The 
index constituents are free float-adjusted, 
liquidity, size and revenue screened 
and the index is calculated as a market 
capitalisation-weighted net TR Index.

The Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate 
Securities Index is comprised of equity real 
estate investment trusts (“REITs”) and real 
estate operating companies (“REOCs”) 
traded globally. The Index measures the 
performance of publicly traded real estate 
securities, and intends to serve as a proxy 
for direct real estate investment. To be 
included in the Index, a company must 
be both an equity owner and operator of 
commercial and/or residential real estate.

The Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate 
Securities Index is comprised of equity real 
estate investment trusts (“REITs”) and real 
estate operating companies (“REOCs”) 
traded globally. The Index measures the 
performance of publicly traded real estate 
securities, and intends to serve as a proxy 
for direct real estate investment. To be 
included in the Index, a company must 
be both an equity owner and operator of 
commercial and/or residential real estate.

Source: State Street Global Advisors, as of 1 November 2019.

Cash Flow, Performance and Downside Protection — Real Estate Offers All in One

Figure 4 
Real Estate Sector 
Significantly De-levered 
Over the Last 5 Years

Source: Bloomberg, State Street Global Advisors as of 6 November 2019. European ex UK Real Estate is FTSE EPRA Dev. Europe ex UK Real Estate. Global Real 
Estate is Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate Securities Total Return Net Index.
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Figure 6 
Fund Net & Index 
Performance

1 Month 
(%)

3 Months  
(%)

Year to Date 
(%)

1 Year 
(%)

3 Years 
(%)

5 Years 
(%)

Since 
Inception 

(%)

Inception Date 24/10/2012

SPDR® Dow Jones Global Real 
Estate UCITS ETF (Dist)

2.45 4.79 19.45 11.68 4.42 6.07 6.59

Dow Jones Global Select Real 
Estate Securities Index

2.48 4.87 19.61 12.30 4.75 6.45 6.96

Difference -0.03 -0.08 -0.16 -0.62 -0.33 -0.38 -0.37

Inception Date 10/08/2015

SPDR® FTSE EPRA Europe ex UK 
Real Estate UCITS ETF

2.95 9.01 18.87 9.10 6.98 N/A 7.94

FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed 
Europe ex UK

2.96 9.20 19.43 9.70 7.57 N/A 8.52

Difference -0.01 -0.19 -0.56 -0.60 -0.59 N/A -0.58

Source: State Street Global Advisors as of 30 September 2019. Performance greater than one year represents annualised performance. Performance Gross and 
Net of All Fees. Capital Risk: Investing involves risk including the risk of loss of capital. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Past performance is 
not an indicator of future performance. The Gross of fees do not reflect and net of fees do reflect commissions and costs incurred on the issue and redemption, 
or purchases and sale, of units. If the performance is calculated on the basis of Gross/net asset values that are not denominated in the accounting currency of 
the collective investment scheme, its value may rise or fall as a result of currency fluctuations. Some of the products are not available to investors in certain 
jurisdictions. Please contact your relationship manager in regards to availability.
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Endnotes 1 Return on particular stocks defined as total 
shareholder return year to date (last close). Data as at 
6-Nov-2019.

2 BEst (Bloomberg Estimates) EBITDA reflects the 
consensus estimate for Earnings Before Interest, 
Tax, Depreciation & Amortization (EBITDA). The 
consensus estimate is the mean of sell-side analyst 
estimates in millions.

3 NAV discounts are last close share price discount to 
Jun-19 EPRA NAV per share. Data as at 6-Nov-2019.

Krzysztof Janiga, CFA
ETF Strategist

Rebecca Chesworth
Senior Equity ETF Strategist

ssga.com 
spdrs.com 
Marketing communication. 
For professional clients only.

For Investors in Austria: The offering 
of SPDR ETFs by the Company has been 
notified to the Financial Markets Authority 
(FMA) in accordance with section 139 of the 
Austrian Investment Funds Act. Prospective 
investors may obtain the current sales 
Prospectus, the articles of incorporation, 
the KIID as well as the latest annual and 
semi-annual report free of charge from 
State Street Global Advisors GmbH, Brienner 
Strasse 59, D-80333 Munich. T: +49 
(0)89-55878-400. F+49 (0)89-55878-440.

Brunei: This document relates to a private 
collective investment scheme under the 
Securities Markets Order, 2013 (the “Order”) 
and the regulations thereunder. The 
document is intended for distribution only to 
specific classes of investors as specified in the 
Order and must not, therefore, be delivered to, 
or relied on by, a retail client. This [document] 
relates to a foreign collective investment 
scheme which is not subject to any form of 
domestic regulation by the Authority. The 
Autoriti Monetari Brunei Darussalam (the 
“Authority”) is not responsible for reviewing or 
verifying any prospectus or other documents 
in connection with this collective investment 
scheme. The Authority has not approved this 
[document] or any other associated 
documents nor taken any steps to verify the 
information set out in this prospectus and has 
no responsibility for it.
The units to which this prospectus relates 
may be illiquid or subject to restrictions on 
their resale. Prospective purchasers of the 
units offered should conduct their own due 
diligence on the units.
If you do not understand the contents of this 
document you should consult a licensed 
financial adviser.

For Investors in Finland: The offering of 
funds by the Companies has been notified 
to the Financial Supervision Authority in 
accordance with Section 127 of the Act on 
Common Funds (29.1.1999/48) and by virtue 
of confirmation from the Financial Supervision 
Authority the Companies may publicly 
distribute their Shares in Finland. Certain 
information and documents that the 
Companies must publish in Ireland pursuant 
to applicable Irish law are translated into 
Finnish and are available for Finnish investors 
by contacting State Street Custodial Services 
(Ireland) Limited, 78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, 
Dublin 2, Ireland.

For Investors in France: This document 
does not constitute an offer or request to 
purchase shares in the Company. Any 
subscription for shares shall be made in 
accordance with the terms and conditions 
specified in the complete Prospectus, the 
KIID, the addenda as well as the Company 
Supplements. These documents are 
available from the Company centralising 
correspondent: State Street Banque S.A., 
23-25 rue Delariviere- Lefoullon, 92064 
Paris La Defense Cedex or on the French part 
of the site spdrs.com. The Company is an 
undertaking for collective investment in 
transferable securities (UCITS) governed by 
Irish law and accredited by the Central Bank 
of Ireland as a UCITS in accordance with 
European Regulations. European Directive 
no. 2014/91/EU dated 23 July 2014 on UCITS, 
as amended, established common rules 
pursuant to the cross-border marketing of 
UCITS with which they duly comply. This 
common base does not exclude differentiated 
implementation. This is why a European UCITS 
can be sold in France even though its activity 
does not comply with rules identical to those 
governing the approval of this type of product 
in France. The offering of these compartments 
has been notified to the Autorité des Marchés 
Financiers (AMF) in accordance with article 
L214-2-2 of the French Monetary and 
Financial Code.

For Investors in Germany: The offering 
of SPDR ETFs by the Companies has been 
notified to the Bundesanstalt für 
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) in 
accordance with section 312 of the German 
Investment Act. Prospective investors may 
obtain the current sales Prospectuses, the 
articles of incorporation, the KIIDs as well 
as the latest annual and semi-annual 
report free of charge from State Street 
Global Advisors GmbH, Brienner Strasse 59, 
D-80333 Munich. T: +49 (0)89-55878-400.  
F: +49 (0)89-55878-440.

Hong Kong: State Street Global Advisors 
Asia Limited, 68/F, Two International Finance 
Centre, 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong. 
T: +852 2103-0288. F: +852 2103-0200.
The Funds mentioned are not registered in 
Hong Kong and may not be sold, issued or 
offered in Hong Kong in circumstances which 
amount to an offer to the public. This 
document is issued for informational 
purposes only. It has not been reviewed or 
approved by the Hong Kong Securities and 
Futures Commission. SSGA accepts no liability 
whatsoever for any direct, indirect or 
consequential loss arising from or in 
connection with any use of, or reliance on, this 
document which does not have any regard to 
the particular needs of any person. SSGA 
takes no responsibility whatsoever for any 
use, reliance or reference by persons other 
than the intended recipient of this document.

Indonesia: This document does not 
constitute an offer to sell nor a solicitation to 
buy securities in Indonesia. The Shares of 
Fund(s) do not qualify for public distribution 
in Indonesia and the Fund(s) will not be 
subject to supervision in Indonesia. This 
offering documentation may not be issued, 
circulated or passed by the recipient to any 
other person in Indonesia. This offering 
documentation has been furnished to you 
solely for your for information and no part 
of the offering documentation may be 
reproduced or taken or transmitted to 
Indonesia or to Indonesian citizens or 

corporation in a manner which constitute 
a public offer of, nor a public invitation to 
subscribe for, Shares of [name of Fund] by 
or on behalf of the [name of Fund] or its 
respective affiliates. Investors and prospective 
investors in the Fund(s) are advised that this 
offering documentation must not be passed 
on to any other person.
Potential investors must read and 
understand these materials to understand 
the risks inherent in an investment in the 
Fund before making a decision to make an 
investment. Past performance is not a guide 
to future performance.
By accepting this document, you agree to be 
bound by the foregoing limitation. 

For Investors in Italy: State Street Global 
Advisors Ireland Limited, Milan Branch (Sede 
Secondaria di Milano) is a branch of State 
Street Global Advisors Ireland Limited, 
registered in Ireland with company number 
145221, authorised and regulated by the 
Central Bank of Ireland, and whose registered 
office is at 78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 
2. State Street Global Advisors Ireland Limited, 
Milan Branch (Sede Secondaria di Milano), is 
registered in Italy with company number 
10495250960 - R.E.A. 2535585 and VAT 
number 10495250960 and whose office is at 
Via Ferrante Aporti, 10 - 20125 Milano, Italy. 
T: +39 02 32066 100. F: +39 02 32066 155.

For Investors in Luxembourg: 
The Companies have been notified to the 
Commission de Surveillance du Secteur 
Financier in Luxembourg in order to market 
its shares for sale to the public in Luxembourg 
and the Companies are notified Undertakings 
in Collective Investment for Transferable 
Securities (UCITS).

For Investors in the Netherlands: 
This communication is directed at qualified 
investors within the meaning of Section 2:72 
of the Dutch Financial Markets Supervision 
Act (Wet op het financieel toezicht) as 
amended. The products and services to which 
this communication relates are only available 

mailto:ssga.com?subject=
mailto:spdrs.com?subject=
mailto:spdrs.com?subject=
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to such persons and persons of any 
other description should not rely on this 
communication. Distribution of this document 
does not trigger a licence requirement for the 
Companies or SSGA in the Netherlands and 
consequently no prudential and conduct of 
business supervision will be exercised over 
the Companies or SSGA by the Dutch Central 
Bank (De Nederlandsche Bank N.V.) and the 
Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets 
(Stichting Autoriteit Financiële Markten). The 
Companies have completed their notification 
to the Authority Financial Markets in the 
Netherlands in order to market their shares for 
sale to the public in the Netherlands and the 
Companies are, accordingly, investment 
institutions (beleggingsinstellingen) according 
to Section 2:72 Dutch Financial Markets 
Supervision Act of Investment Institutions. 

For Investors in Norway: The offering of 
SPDR ETFs by the Companies has been 
notified to the Financial Supervisory Authority 
of Norway (Finanstilsynet) in accordance with 
applicable Norwegian Securities Funds 
legislation. By virtue of a confirmation letter 
from the Financial Supervisory Authority 
dated 28 March 2013 (16 October 2013 for 
umbrella II) the Companies may market and 
sell their shares in Norway.

For use in Singapore: The offer or invitation 
of the Funds mentioned, which is the 
subject of this document, does not relate to 
a collective investment scheme which is 
authorised under section 286 of the Securities 
and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore 
(SFA) or recognised under section 287 of the 
SFA. The Funds mentioned are not authorised 
or recognised by the Monetary Authority of 
Singapore (MAS) and the Funds mentioned 
are not allowed to be offered to the retail 
public. Each of this document and any other 
document or material issued in connection 
with the offer or sale is not a prospectus as 
defined in the SFA.
Accordingly, statutory liability under the SFA 
in relation to the content of prospectuses 
would not apply. Apotential investor should 
consider carefully whether the investment is 
suitable for it.
The MAS assumes no responsibility for the 
contents of this document. This document 
has not been registered as a prospectus with 
the MAS. Accordingly, this document and any 
other document or material in connection with 
the offer or sale, or invitation for subscription 
or purchase, of the Funds mentioned may not 
be circulated or distributed, offered or sold, 
or be made the subject of an invitation for 
subscription or purchase, whether directly or 
indirectly, to persons in Singapore other than 
to an institutional investor under Section 
304 of the SFA or otherwise pursuant to, 
and in accordance with the conditions of, any 
other applicable provision of the SFA. Any 
subsequent sale of [Units] acquired pursuant 
to an offer made in reliance on an exemption 
under section 305 of the SFA may only be 
made pursuant to the requirements of 
sections 304A.

For Investors in Spain: SSGA SPDR ETFs 
Europe I and II plc have been authorised for 
public distribution in Spain and are registered 
with the Spanish Securities Market 
Commission (Comisión Nacional del Mercado 
de Valores) under no.1244 and no.1242. Before 

investing, investors may obtain a copy of the 
Prospectus and Key Investor Information 
Documents, the Marketing Memoranda, the 
fund rules or instruments of incorporation as 
well as the annual and semi-annual reports of 
SSGA SPDR ETFs Europe I and II plc from 
Cecabank, S.A. Alcalá 27, 28014 Madrid 
(Spain) who is the Spanish Representative, 
Paying Agent and distributor in Spain or at 
spdrs.com. The authorised Spanish distributor 
of SSGA SPDR ETFs is available on the website 
of the Securities Market Commission 
(Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores).

For Investors in Switzerland: The collective 
investment schemes referred to herein are 
collective investment schemes under Irish 
law. Prospective investors may obtain the 
current sales prospectus, the articles of 
incorporation, the KIID as well as the latest 
annual and semi-annual reports free of charge 
from the Swiss Representative and Paying 
Agent, State Street Bank International GmbH, 
Munich, Zurich Branch, Beethovenstrasse 19, 
8027 Zurich as well as from the main 
distributor in Switzerland, State Street Global 
Advisors AG, Beethovenstrasse 19, 8027 
Zurich. Before investing please read the 
prospectus and the KIID, copies of which can 
be obtained from the Swiss representative, or 
at spdrs.com.

For Investors in the UK: The Companies 
are recognised schemes under Section 264 of 
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 
(“the Act”) and are directed at ‘professional 
clients’ in the UK (within the meaning of the 
rules of the Act) who are deemed both 
knowledgeable and experienced in matters 
relating to investments. The products and 
services to which this communication relates 
are only available to such persons and 
persons of any other description should not 
rely on this communication. Many of the 
protections provided by the UK regulatory 
system do not apply to the operation of the 
Companies, and compensation will not be 
available under the UK Financial Services 
Compensation Scheme.

Important Information: This document is 
issued by State Street Global Advisors Ireland 
Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of 
Ireland. Registered office address 78 Sir John 
Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2. Registered number 
145221. T: +353 (0)1 776 3000. F: +353 (0)1 
776 3300. Web: ssga.com.
SPDR ETFs is the exchange traded funds 
(“ETF”) platform of State Street Global 
Advisors and is comprised of funds that have 
been authorised by Central Bank of Ireland as 
open-ended UCITS investment companies.
The information provided does not 
constitute investment advice as such 
term is defined under the Markets in 
Financial Instruments Directive 
(2014/65/EU) or applicable Swiss 
regulation and it should not be relied 
on as such. It should not be considered a 
solicitation to buy or an offer to sell any 
investment. It does not take into account any 
investor’s or potential investor’s particular 
investment objectives, strategies, tax status, 
risk appetite or investment horizon. If you 
require investment advice you should consult 
your tax and financial or other professional 
advisor. All information is from SSGA unless 
otherwise noted and has been obtained 

from sources believed to be reliable, but its 
accuracy is not guaranteed. There is no 
representation or warranty as to the current 
accuracy, reliability or completeness of, nor 
liability for, decisions based on such 
information and it should not be relied 
on as such. 
ETFs trade like stocks, are subject to 
investment risk and will fluctuate in market 
value. The investment return and principal 
value of an investment will fluctuate in value, 
so that when shares are sold or redeemed, 
they may be worth more or less than when 
they were purchased. Although shares may 
be bought or sold on an exchange through 
any brokerage account, shares are not 
individually redeemable from the fund. 
Investors may acquire shares and tender 
them for redemption through the fund in 
large aggregations known as “creation 
units.” Please see the fund’s prospectus 
for more details.
Concentrated investments in a particular 
Sector tend to be more volatile than the 
overall market and increases risk that events 
negatively affecting such sectors or industries 
could reduce returns, potentially causing the 
value of the Fund’s shares to decrease.
Investing in foreign domiciled securities may 
involve risk of capital loss from unfavourable 
fluctuation in currency values, withholding 
taxes, from differences in generally accepted 
accounting principles or from economic or 
political instability in other nations. 
Investments in emerging or developing 
markets may be more volatile and less liquid 
than investing in developed markets and may 
involve exposure to economic structures that 
are generally less diverse and mature and to 
political systems which have less stability 
than those of more developed countries.
The funds are not available to US investors. 
SSGA SPDR ETFs Europe I plc and SPDR ETFs 
Europe II plc issue SPDR ETFs, and are 
open-ended investment companies with 
variable capital having segregated liability 
between their sub-funds.
The Companies are organised as 
Undertakings for Collective Investments in 
Transferable Securities (UCITS) under the laws 
of Ireland and authorised as UCITS by the 
Central Bank of Ireland.
The trademarks and service marks referenced 
herein are the property of their respective 
owners. Third party data providers make 
no warranties or representations of any kind 
relating to the accuracy, completeness or 
timeliness of the data and have no liability 
for damages of any kind relating to the use of 
such data.
The views expressed in this material are 
the views of SPDR EMEA Strategy & Research 
through the period ended 7 November 2019 
and are subject to change based on market 
and other conditions. The information 
provided does not constitute investment 
advice and it should not be relied on as such. 
This document contains certain statements 
that may be deemed forward-looking 
statements. Please note that any such 
statements are not guarantees of any 
future performance and actual results or 
developments may differ materially from 
those projected.
Past performance is not a guarantee of 
future results.
All forms of investments carry risks, 
including the risk of losing all of the invested 

amount. Such activities may not be suitable 
for everyone.
Standard & Poor’s, S&P and SPDR are 
registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s 
Financial Services LLC (S&P); Dow Jones is a 
registered trademark of Dow Jones 
Trademark Holdings LLC (Dow Jones); and 
these trademarks have been licensed for use 
by S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC (SPDJI) and 
sublicensed for certain purposes by State 
Street Corporation. State Street Corporation’s 
financial products are not sponsored, 
endorsed, sold or promoted by SPDJI, Dow 
Jones, S&P, their respective affiliates and 
third party licensors and none of such parties 
make any representtion regarding the 
advisability of investing in such product(s) 
nor do they have any liability in relation 
thereto, including for any errors, omissions, 
or interruptions of any index.
The whole or any part of this work may not be 
reproduced, copied or transmitted or any of its 
contents disclosed to third parties without 
SSGA’s express written consent.
The information contained in this 
communication is not a research 
recommendation or ‘investment 
research’ and is classified as a ‘Marketing 
Communication’ in accordance with 
the Markets in Financial Instruments 
Directive (2014/65/EU) or applicable 
Swiss regulation. This means that this 
marketing communication (a) has not 
been prepared in accordance with legal 
requirements designed to promote the 
independence of investment research 
(b) is not subject toany prohibition on 
dealing ahead of the dissemination of 
investment research.
You should obtain and read the SPDR 
prospectus and relevant Key Investor 
Information Document (KIID) prior to 
investing, which may be obtained from 
spdrs.com. These include further details 
relating to the SPDR funds, including 
information relating to costs, risks and 
where the funds are authorised for sale.
Equity securities may fluctuate in value 
in response to the activities of individual 
companies and general market and 
economic conditions.
Investing in REITs involves certain distinct 
risks in addition to those risks associated with 
investing in the real estate industry in general. 
Equity REITs may be affected by changes in 
the value of the underlying property owned 
by the REITs, while mortgage REITs may be 
affected by the quality of credit extended. 
REITs are subject to heavy cash flow 
dependency, default by borrowers and 
self-liquidation. REITs, especially mortgage 
REITs, are also subject to interest rate risk 
(i.e., as interest rates rise, the value of the 
REIT may decline).
There are risks associated with investing in 
Real Assets and the Real Assets sector, 
including real estate, precious metals and 
natural resources. Investments can be 
significantly affected by events relating to 
these industries.
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